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movement

Mind the Gap is our regular social performance and
creative arts group for older people, usually
meeting every Friday morning to develop or learn
new creative skills with guest artists.
Responding to the theme of movement our Mind the Gap
group have continued to stay creative at home by
working on this project. Recalling memories of travel,
moving through life and moving as a concept we have
generated a range of responses through a variety of art
forms including voice recordings, poetry and illustrations.
This project has encouraged the group to stay creative by
working with a shared brief individually but also pushing
technological boundaries.
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By Sue Daspher

Movement can take many forms,
and we all travel forward, and sometimes back
from room to room
house to house
City to city
all on our own personal track
We pass and repass people
family, neighbours and friends
Time lovingly spent or swiftly moved on
Never to come back again
One thing is certain
as we move through our life
Some of us our luckier than others
to reach an age on which we can look back
with memories rediscovered
Perhaps we move more
slowly now
and with a little pain
But if we could choose to move through our lives again
Good or bad
We would all say
Yes please again
By Margaret Bailey

The Bridge
By Jacqui Baker
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By Jacqui Baker

For the Love of Salisbury
By Mary Compton
I remember exactly when it started although it was long ago. It was a beautiful
day in 1957 , one of those bright, sunny days when the first frost had left a
chill in the air and the trees had changed to their Autumn colours. There were
four of us sitting upstairs on a Wilts and Dorset bus on our first visit to rural
schools, four 19 year old students from the Teacher Training College in The
Close Enthralled by the open countryside and no doubt rather nervous of
what to expect in the villages we were to visit, we began pointing out the
colours of the leaves; "Scarlet", "Lime Green", "Almost white", "Lemon Yellow",
"Russet". Then one said "Do you realise this will be our last Autumn in
Salisbury?". We all settled down in silence, thinking of that I suppose. I felt a
certain sadness which I was not able to understand.
The months sped by, Christmas with snow and coping with the lack of
efficient heating in the ancient buildings where we lived. We remembered
1956 when the Suez Crisis caused a lack of oil and the heating was rationed
to certain days. The lecture room I used was in the attics of King's House (
now a storage area in the city museum ) where it was so cold that we wore
our winter coats and gloves and cuddled hot water bottles. The only source of
heating was a small two bar electric fire which we passed around. By 1957-58
we had acclimatised but sometimes we needed to clatter down the long
wooden stairs and run around the gardens to get warm. I don't remember
anyone complaining; we were War children and had known far worse.
There were 'school pracs' as we called them which brought enjoyment mixed
with anxiety caused mainly by the early rising to catch coaches at 07:00 on
our long journeys to Bournemouth and Poole. Then came 'Finals' and all the
revision we struggled through after which we began to decide where we
would like to teach. By then I had decided that I wanted to spend the rest of
my life in this beautiful little city.
continued overleaf...

Fortunately , my closest friend decided to join me but how would we explain to
our parents why we found Salisbury so exciting ? The reasons were legion apart
from the obvious ; a beautiful city with no bomb sites .Everything was on the
doorstep from a market where we could buy fresh vegetables and the first
supermarket run by Woolworths where the food was very cheap . There were
three cinemas in those days and The Playhouse, then in the old building; many
churches of different denominations; a railway station and buses on many
different routs and the first coffee bar 'The Two Bare Feet' in New Street where
we could sit for hours in the warm over one cup of frothy coffee.
1958 was a special year for the cathedral which was celebrating 750 years since
the building was finished apart from the spire which was added later . Lights
were installed and a row of chestnut saplings planted along the west front. We ,
the students ,were given small cardboard passes as were the residents of The
Close I imagine for, after dark visitors paid to come in to see the cathedral . One
Sunday evening the Queen Mother arrived on a private visit which some of us
had heard about from The Close Constable. The doors of the houses used by
College were always closed and locked but we tumbled out ,the Royal lady
noticed us and came over to ask who we were . The following morning the
Principal , Dr. Violet Grubb ,called all of us who dared to open doors after lockup
and told us it was the height of bad manners to go out in slippers. It seemed she
hadn't noticed most of us were bare footed ! It seemed that the Queen Mum
was interested in the college for a few years later when a new residential block
was built , she came to inaugurate it as 'Queens'.
At the end of June we came down and on our last evening , at midnight, I
decided to climb out and met another student with the same idea. Dressed in
pyjamas we managed to walk through the bottom of several private gardens and
then opened one of the small doors on the west side of the cathedral. It was a
bright moon and we stood inside the ancient building enjoying the shadows and
the uncanny sounds, in silence .To finish our farewell we jumped over all the little
chestnut trees. When I walk into town by the cathedral, I marvel at the size of
those trees now and when they are at their best in the Spring with their 'candles'
, some white and others pink, I think how lucky I am to have found this lovely
little city which is now my home. I have not seen those 'candles' this year for like
most of my generation, I am in lockdown, hoping and praying that one day our
poor battered world will recover and our lives restored to freedom.
By Mary Compton

Moving
By Patricia Heath
Patricia submitted a voice recording with some photos from
her childhood. Click the thumbnail below to see the video and
hear Patricia's story.

Patricia has also sent over some songs inspired by movement
which we have collated into a Spotify playlist that can be
listened to by clicking below.

Patricia's Playlist

Shifts and Changes
By Meg Edgar
Meg has submitted details of her Journey of a Lifetime
including pictures, diary entries and a recording of a letter
she sent home to her parents.
It is 2nd January 1973, four young people prepare and pack the heavily laden
roof rack on their 1954 baked bean coloured VW Beetle with a reconditioned
engine …. Preparing to embark on the overland Hippie Trail to India and
beyond, to Australia. A journey difficult to contemplate these days.
5months, 13 countries and 14,000 miles later they would arrive at their journey’s
end as changed people. Friendships tested and strained to breaking point at
times, beliefs and values tested, many life lessons learned through compromise,
determination and the strength to succeed.
The four were my best friend, her brother, her boyfriend and myself. Having only
left college 18 months earlier, we were very naïve with little real knowledge of
what we were embarking on, with no means of communication most of the time.
One particular leg of our journey, from Iran to Kabul in Afghanistan, will always
remain a vivid and treasured memory.
Diary entry
Friday 2 Feb 1973
5,000 miles away from home, leaving Mashhad in northeastern Iran, it was a
warm and sunny day as we headed for the Afghan border. Feeling a little
apprehensive, not knowing what to expect, or if we would be allowed to cross the
border. Makeshift nomadic camps and low mud hut villages broke up the dusty,
barren landscape backed by mountain ranges. Thankfully the road to the border
was quite good. Overladen though we were, for a few miles we gave a lift to an
Australian guy who clung on to the running board of the car. We certainly
attracted a lot of attention when we arrived..

Shifts and Changes
By Meg Edgar
Click here to listen to Meg read the letter she sent
to her parents detailing this particular leg of the
journey.
There is a copy of the letter Meg reads attached overleaf...

Meg's Playlist

Kandahar, Afghanistan

.

3 Feb 1973

Dear Mum and Dad,
I hope you are well, we’re all fine, learning an awful lot in so many ways. I’m writing this having arrived
here late this afternoon, after a long day. Our journey from Mashhad to the Iran/Afghan border was
amazing, with interesting scenery. We were faffing about at the border for about 2 hours, it all
seemed complicated and no-one in a hurry at all. It was sunny and warm, very interesting with lots to
see and take on board. The first real touch of Asia, with lots of men wandering around in grubby
turbans and pyjamas (that’s what Gerry calls them). We were the only Westerners there which was a
bit unsettling. Thankfully they eventually let us cross into Afghanistan and we drove to Herat, seeing
the most beautiful sunset over the distant purple mountains. We found a small, basic but clean, hotel
for 5/- each! This morning was another beautiful day and we left for Kandahar, on the southern route
to Kabul. I tried to talk to some Afghan children while Pete and John loaded the car. (Pete and I fall
out a bit, I think we’re too alike). Anyway, the children seemed quite fascinated by me and just giggled
shyly whenever I asked them a question. We travelled through bare, rugged, brown mountains, the
roadsides stony and rough with tufts of dead grass. It’s difficult to describe this country, which for me
is the most fascinating so far. It’s such a totally different world, camel trains wandering on the road
and alongside the car, colourfully dressed people wandering about and sitting on the roadside. They
all seem friendly enough, but we have heard some gunshots which nobody seems to bother about. I
love it, it’s a beautiful place, an artist’s paradise with it’s colour, sounds and smells. One day I would
like to return! …..
.
[ 356 miles 8 hours travelling ]
(I’ll continue tomorrow when hopefully we’ll have reached Kabul)
Kabul
.
4 Feb
The roads to Kandahar yesterday and to Kabul today were surprisingly good, built by the Russians
and Americans. I’ve been surprised how dramatically and quickly the weather and temperatures
change. We left Kandahar in warm sunshine but it soon got very cold with a lot of snow as we headed
north towards Kabul. At one point we skidded on a stretch of icy road and ended up in a bank of
snow. The car is so heavily laden, impossible for us to move, but eventually some Swiss travellers in a
van appeared and managed to tow us out. The road was almost empty but at one point we did see a
huge lorry over on its side at the side of the road. The landscape was very bleak on this leg and
bitterly cold, we felt a bit miserable trying desperately to keep warm. We don’t know how ‘Cyril’ keeps
going, his heater has packed up now! Well we eventually arrived safely in Kabul about 6pm this
evening and found a hotel at 3/- a night, with HOT shower!!! It’s been a very long, difficult day, but
we’re all ok, so goodnight.
[ 306 miles 10hrs travelling! ]
Lots of love,
Meg xxx
P.S. Tomorrow we need to do some washing!
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Thank you to our Mind the Gap
group who have been working
hard to stay creative, if you
would like to learn out more
about Mind the Gap click here
to join our mailing list!
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